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Abstract 

 
In the recent years, data streams have been in the gravity of focus of quite a lot number of 
researchers in different domains. All these researchers share the same difficulty when 
discovering unknown pattern within data streams that is concept change. The notion of concept 
change refers to the places where underlying distribution of data changes from time to time. 
There have been proposed different methods to detect changes in the data stream but most of 
them are based on an unrealistic assumption of having data labels available to the learning 
algorithms. Nonetheless, in the real world problems labels of streaming data are rarely available. 
This is the main reason why data stream communities have recently focused on unsupervised 
domain. This study is based on the observation that unsupervised approaches for learning data 
stream are not yet matured; namely, they merely provide mediocre performance specially when 
applied on multi-dimensional data streams. 
 
In this paper, we propose a method for Tracking Changes in the behavior of instances using 
Cumulative Density Function; abbreviated as TrackChCDF. Our method is able to detect change 
points along unlabeled data stream accurately and also is able to determine the trend of data 
called closing or opening. The advantages of our approach are three folds. First, it is able to 
detect change points accurately. Second, it works well in multi-dimensional data stream, and the 
last but not the least, it can determine the type of change, namely closing or opening of instances 
over the time which has vast applications in different fields such as economy, stock market, and 
medical diagnosis. We compare our algorithm to the state-of-the-art method for concept change 
detection in data streams and the obtained results are very promising. 
 
Keywords: Data Stream, Trend, Concept Change, Precision, Recall, F1 Measure, Mean Delay Time. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, data streams have been extensively investigated due to the large amount of 
applications such as sensor networks, web click streams and network flows [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. 
Data stream is an ordered sequence of data with huge volumes arriving at a high throughput that 
must be analyzed in a single pass [6], [7]. One of the most important challenges in data streams 
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and generally in many real world applications is detecting the concept change [6]. In general, the 
process of transition from one state to another is known as the concept change [8]. In data 
streams where data is generated form a data generating process, concept change occurs when 
the distribution of the generated data changes [9], [10]. 
 
The problem of concept change detection in time-evolving data has been explored in many 
previous researches [15], [16], [17], [24]. They are mainly focused on labeled data streams, but 
nowadays, data streams consist of unlabeled instances and rarely the assumption of having data 
label is realistic. However, there is some respectable works to detect concept changes in 
unlabeled data streams [8], [10], [24] and the existing approaches  merely offer a mediocre 
performance on data stream having high dimension. So, in this paper, we are trying to propose a 
new method for Tracking Changes in the behavior of instances using Cumulative Density 
Function; abbreviated as TrackChCDF. It is able to detect change points in unlabeled data 
streams accurately and also it can track the behavior of instances over the time. To briefly the 
advantages of our approach are three folds. First, it is able to detect change points accurately. 
Second, it works well in multi-dimensional data stream, and the last but not the least, it can 
determine the type of change, namely closing or opening of instances over the time which has 
vast applications in different fields such as economy, stock market, and medical diagnosis. We 
compare our algorithm to the state-of-the-art method for concept change detection in data 
streams and the obtained results are very promising. 
 
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: we outline the previous works in Section 2. 
Section 3 presents the proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we report the experimental results and 
the paper concludes with Section 5. 
 

2. RELATED WORK 

In general, change is defined as moving from one state to another state [8]. There are some 
important works to detect changes where some of them detect changes with statistical hypothesis 
testing and multiple testing problems [11]. In the statistical literature, there are some works for 
change point detection [12]. However, most of the statistical tests are parametric and also needs 
the whole data to run [13], [14]. These methods are not applicable in the data stream area, 
because they require storing all data in memory to run their employed tests [14].  
 
Popular approaches for the concept change detection uses three techniques including (1) sliding 
window which is adopted to select data points for building a model [15], [16]. (2) Instance 
weighting which assumes that recent data points in window are more important than the other 
[17], [18]. (3) Ensemble learning which is created with multiple models with different window sizes 
or parameter values or weighting functions. Then, the prediction is based on the majority vote of 
the different models [19], [20], [21], [22]. Both sliding window and instance weighting families 
suffer from some issues: First, they are parametric methods; the sliding window techniques 
require determining window size and instance weighting methods need to determine a proper 
weighting function. Second, when there is no concept change in the data stream for a long period 
of time, both of sliding window and instance weighting methods would not work well because they 
do not take into account or give low weights to the ancient instances [10]. The ensemble methods 
try to overcome the problems that sliding window and instance weighting are faced with by 
deciding according to the reaction of multiple models with different window sizes or parameter 
values or weighting functions. However, these techniques need to determine the number of 
models in the ensemble technique. 
 
Another family of concept change detection methods is based on density estimation. For 
example, Aggarwal’s method [23] uses velocity density estimation which is based on some 
heuristics instead of classic statistical changes detectors to find changes. As another major works 
in this family, we could mention Kifer’s [24] and Dasu’s works [25] which try to determine the 
changes based on comparing two probability distributions from two different windows [24], [25]. 
For example, in [24] the change detection method based on KS test determines whether the two 
probability density estimations obtained from two consequent different windows are similar or not. 
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However, this method is impractical for high dimensional data streams and also needs to 
determine the proper window size. Dasu et al. propose a method for change detection which is 
related to Kulldorff’s test. This method is practical for multi-dimensional data streams [25]. 
However, this method relies on a discretization of the data space, thus it suffers from the curse of 
dimensionality. 
 
Another major work is proposed by Ho et al. [8], [10]. In Ho’s method, upon arrival of new data 
point, a hypothesis test takes place to determine whether a concept change has been occurred or 
not. This hypothesis test is driven by a family of martingales [8] which is based on Doob’s 
Maximal Inequality [8]. Although Ho’s method detects changes points accurately, it can only 
detect some types of changes to be detailed in Section 4. Moreover, it is not able to determine 
the type of changes. 
 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

The problem of concept change detection in time-evolving data is formulated as follows: we are 
given a series of unlabeled data points D = {z1, z2, …, zn}. D can be divided into s segments Di 
where {i=1, 2 , .., s} that follow different distribution. The objective of a detection approach is 
basically to pinpoint when the distribution of data changes along unlabeled data stream. 
In our proposed method, in the first step, we rank instances according to their differences to a 
mean of instances. It determines how much a data point is different from the others. Namely, the 
Euclidean distance of each instance with mean of instances is calculated using the Equation 1: 
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In this formula, D is obtained using Equation 1 and n indicates the number of instances. The 
changes of G toward higher values can be deemed as data points are running away from their 
representative. In contrast, having data close to their representative conveys that the sequences 
of G are approaching smaller values. In other words, the sequences of G approach to the smaller 
values upon widening of data distribution. Conversely, these sequences approach to the higher 
value when the data distribution is going to be contracted. To be illustrative, suppose that 
instances are produced from a distribution function whose standard deviation gets high near 
2000. We calculated values of G for these instances. As Figure 1 shows, the sequences of G 
approach to the smaller values near 2000. We repeat this experiment for the case of closing 
instances. Figure 3 illustrates the values of G when the instances get closed near 2000. 
According to these figures if the sequences of G get high value in an interval of time, it means a 
change is occurred and the type of change is closing and it vice versa for the case of opening. 
Thus we need a temporary to store sequence of G to track the behavior of instances over the 
time. To do that, in the second step, we calculate Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of G. 
Figures 2 and 4 respectively illustrate CDF of G when the instances either get opened or get 
closed around instance 2000. As these figures illustrate if the sequences of G approach to the 
smaller value, the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of G gets a small value and vice versa. 
Thus we can use this property to detect change points and also determine the type of change, 
namely closing or opening. In other words, this property can help tracking the changes in the 
behavior of instances over the time.  
In the next step, we calculate CH using Equation 3. In this formula G is obtained using Equation 2 
and tw is the smoothing parameter.  
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If the difference of two consecutive CH is greater than a threshold, it means the distribution of 
data is going to be closed over the time, namely, there is a change in the data stream and the 
type of change is closing. If the difference of two consecutive CH is smaller than a threshold, it 
means the distribution of data would be opened, namely, there is a change in the data stream 
and the type of change is opening.  

 
FIGURE 1: the values of G when the instances get open near 2000. The horizontal and vertical axes 

respectively show time and G that is calculated by Formula 2. The sequences of G approach to the smaller 
values when the data distribution would be opened. 

 

 
FIGURE 2: the values of CDF of G when the instances get open near 2000. The horizontal and vertical axes 

respectively show time and CDF of G. If the two successive slopes of the sequences of CDF are smaller 
than a threshold, it means the distribution of data would be opened, namely, there is a change in the data 

stream and the type of change is opening. 

 
FIGURE 3: the values of G when the instances get close near 2000. The horizontal and vertical axes 

respectively show time and G that is calculated by Formula 2. The sequences of G approach to the higher 
values when the data distribution would be closed. 
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FIGURE 4: the values of CDF of G when the instances get close near 2000. The horizontal and vertical axes 

respectively show time and CDF of G. If the two successive slopes of the sequences of CDF are greater 
than a threshold, it means the distribution of data would be closed, namely, there is a change in the data 

stream and the type of change is closing. 

 
 
 
To have a general overview of our algorithm for better understanding, the main steps of our 
algorithm can be capsulated in the following steps:  
The Euclidean distance of each instance to the mean of pervious seen instances is calculated 
using Equation (1). 
G; the number of instances that their distance to the mean is greater than the distance of the last 
received instance to the mean of instances; is counted using Equation (2). 
CH is calculated using Equation (3). 
If the difference of two successive CH is greater than a threshold, there exists a change and the 
type of change is closing. If the difference of two consecutive CH is smaller than a threshold, 
there exists a change and the type of change is opening. 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
This section composes of two subsections, precisely covering our observation and analysis. The 
first subsection presents the experimental setup and description of used evaluation measures. 
The latter one presents and analyses the obtained results.  
 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
This section introduces the examined data set and the used evaluation measures respectively. 
 
Data Set. To explore the advantages of TrackChCDF, we conduct our experiments on a data set 
which was used previously in Ho’s work [8], [10]. In this data set, change is defined as the change 
in the generating model. This change is simulated by varying the parameters of the function 
generates the data stream. According to this definition, we construct a data set with 20000 
instances that changes occur after generating each 2000 instances. Thus, this data set includes 
ten segments. In each segment, instances are sampled from a Gaussian distribution. We change 
standard deviation after each 2000 instances. Therefore, this data set has nine change points in 
instances 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000, 120000, 140000, 160000, and 180000. Figure 5 
illustrates the behavior of data streams over the time. As this figure shows the type of changes 
are {opening, opening, opening, closing, closing, opening, closing, closing, closing}. 
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FIGURE 5: the behaviour of instances in the stream data. The X axis shows time and the Y axis indicates 
the value of instance in each time. 

 

Evaluation Measures. We assess our method with three measurements criterion which is well 
known in the context [8], [10]: 1) the precision, that is the number of corrected detections divided 
by the number of all detections. 2) Recall that is the number of corrected detections divided by 
the number of true changes. 3) F1, that represents a harmonic mean between recall and 
precision. Following is the definitions of these measurements. 

DetectionsofNumber

DetectionsCorrectedofNumber
Precision =  

(3) 

ChangesTrueofNumber

DetectionsCorrectedofNumber
Recall =  

(4) 

PrecisionRecall

PrecisionRecall2
F1

+

××
=  

(5) 

 

As the precision and recall measures are related by F1, if F1 measure gets higher value, we can 
ensure that precision and recall are reasonably high. 
 
 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
In this section, the results of applying our method on the studied data set are analyzed. As 
mentioned previously, this data set is created using ten overlapping Gaussian distributions. To 
apply concept change in this data set, we change the standard deviation of data after generating 
each 2000 instances. We compare our method with Ho’s method [8], [10]. Table I shows the 
result of applying Ho’s method and our method on this data set. To be more accurate, we ran this 
experiment 50 times and evaluated our method with three measurements; precision, recall, and 
F1.  
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TABLE I: comparison between Ho’s method and the proposed method on num-ds data set. 

Ho’s Approach TrackChCDF 

Precision Recall F1-
measure 

Precision Recall F1-
measure 

0.9850 0.3357 0.5006 0.9728 0.8556 0.9104 
 
The Precision measure of TrackChCDF is slightly less than the precision of Ho’s method and the 
Recall measure is significantly higher than Ho’s method because our method detects all the 
change points whereas Ho’s method detects smaller number of them. Also, as F1 is the balance 
between Recall and Precision; we can ensure that Precision and Recall are reasonably high if F1 
gets high value. As TrackChCDF has the higher F1 in comparison to Ho’s method, we can 
conclude that the proposed method certainly detects the true change points in addition to a few 
number of false change points. But, according to the value of precision, these false change points 
are not extortionary. Ho’s method only detects those change points where data get away from the 
mean of data distribution. In Ho’s method, changes can be detected when p_values [10] get 
small. The p_values will be small when the number of strangeness data [8] increases over 
coming numerical data, this increasing occurs when data gets away from the centre of data, i.e. 
the mean of data distribution. Therefore, when data is close to the centre of data, the number of 
strangeness data decrease, the p_value increases and the martingale value [8] would not be 
large enough to detect these kinds of changes. In contrast, such changes can be detected in 
TrackChCDF because it analyzes the behavior of G sequences by obtaining its CDF. If the 
sequences of G approach to the smaller value, the CDF of G sequences gets a small value and 
vice versa.  
To explore the ability of TrackChCDF, when the dimension of instances increases, we increase 
the number of dimensions in the studied data set and investigate the behavior of our method 
against Ho’s method. Figure 6 illustrates the Precision of TrackChCDF and Ho’s method in 
different dimensions. The horizontal axis shows the dimension of data set and the vertical one 
represents the mean of Precision measurements in 50 independent runs respectively. Both 
methods have high Precision. It means that when they alarm the existence of a change point, it is 
a true change point and they have low false alarm in average.  

 
FIGURE 6: the accuracy of TrackChCDF and Ho’s method in different number of dimensions. The horizontal 
axis shows dimension of data set and the vertical one represents the mean of precision measurements in 50 

run respectively. 

 
Figure 7 illustrates the Recall of TrackChCDF in comparison to Ho’s method in different 
dimensions. The horizontal axis shows the dimensions of data set and the vertical one represents 
the mean of Recall measurements in 50 independent runs respectively. Ho’s method can only 
detect those change points where the data get away from the mean of data distribution. In other 
words, it just detects the change points when the underlying data distribution will be open along 
the time. Thus, it detects the first three change points and it cannot detect the change points 
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when the distribution of data gets near the mean of data, namely closing change types. So, Ho’s 
method cannot detect the fourth and fifth change points. Also, that method cannot detect the sixth 
change point in the instances of 12000 in spite of its type, opening, because this change occurs 
after two closing change points taking place  in instances  8000 and 10000 respectively. It should 
be mentioned that in Ho’s method, changes can be detected when p_values [10] get small. The 
p_values will be small when the number of strangeness data [8] increases through coming 
numerical data, this increasing occurs when data gets away from the center of data, i.e. the mean 
of data distribution. Therefore, when two closing type changes occur sequentially and after that 
an opening change happens, in Ho’s method the two closing change causes the p_value 
sequences to get high value and the next opening change is slow down the p_value sequences 
but this reduction is not enough to be able to show this type of change in this manner. In contrast, 
TrackChCDF can detect such change precisely because it analyzes the behavior of G sequences 
by obtaining its CDF.  Consequently, we can easily monitor the behavior of data distribution, 
including opening and closing changes happens in any combination, along the time. If the 
sequences of G approach to the smaller value, the CDF of G gets a small value and vice versa. 
Therefore, TrackChCDF has a higher Recall in comparison to Ho’s method. 
 
As Precision and Recall are related by F1, if F1 measure gets high value, we can ensure that 
Precision and Recall are reasonably high. Figure 8 illustrates the mean of F1 in 50 time 
experiments. Our method has higher F1 in comparison to Ho’s method because Recall of our 
method is significantly higher that Ho’s method.  

 
FIGURE 7: the accuracy of TrackChCDF and Ho’s method in different number of dimensions. The horizontal 
axis shows dimension of data set and the vertical one represents the mean of recall measurements in 50 run 

respectively. 
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FIGURE 8: the accuracy of TrackChCDF and Ho’s method in different number of dimensions. The horizontal 

axis shows dimension of data set and the vertical one represents the mean of F1 measurements in 50 run 
respectively. 

 

To show the effectiveness of our method in the other point of view, we compare our method with 
Ho’s method by calculating the mean delay time. This measure, i.e. delay time, shows the 
difference between the true time of occurrence of a change and the time in which ours can alarm 
an existence of that change. In other words, it shows how much delay time the underlying method 
has. Figure 9 shows the mean delay time of TrackChCDF in comparison to Ho’s method. It 
should be mentioned that, for all ten experiments in each method, we perform 50 trials for each of 
these ten experiments. In this figure, we observe the mean delay time decreases with increasing 
the number of dimensions. With increasing the number of dimensions, the amount of changes 
increases because change applies in each dimension. 

 
FIGURE 9: the accuracy of TrackChCDF and Ho’s method in different number of dimensions. The horizontal 

axis shows dimension of data set and the vertical one represents the mean of Mean delay time in 50 run 
respectively. 

 
Finally, it could be said that our method is able to determine the type of change in data stream. If 
the difference of two consecutive slopes of CDF is greater than a threshold, it means that there is 
a change and also this indicates that instances are going to be closed along the time. Also, if the 
difference of two successive slopes of CDF is smaller than a threshold, there exists a concept 
change in the distribution of data generating model and the instances are going to be opened 
along the time. According to this property, unlike Ho’s method, TrackChCDF is able to determine 
not only the existence of change but also the type of such change, being closing or opening type. 
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5. CONSLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
Recently data streams have been attractive research due to appearance of many applications in 
different domains. One of the most important challenges in data streams is concept change 
detection. There have been many researchers to detect concept change along data stream, 
however, majority of these researches devote to supervised domain where labels of instances are 
known a priori. Although data stream communities have recently focused on unsupervised 
domain, the proposed approaches are not yet matured to the point to be relied on. In other words, 
most of them provide merely a mediocre performance specially when applied on multi-
dimensional data streams. In this paper, we propose a method for detecting change points along 
unlabeled data stream that is able to determine trend of changes in data streams as well. The 
abilities of our model can be enumerated as: (1) it is able to detect change points accurately. (2) It 
is able to report the behavior of instances along the time. (3) It works well in multi-dimensional 
data stream. We compare our algorithm to the state-of-the-art method for concept change 
detection in data streams and the obtained results are very promising. As a future work, we will 
incorporate our method into data clustering schemes. 
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